
WRITE A NONFICTION E-BOOKS FREE

What if, 30 days from now, you had a finished, well-crafted eBook sitting If you write a small, free eBook, you'll have a
great piece of promotional content. I think for non-fiction, books need to be long enough to convey the.

Thin Reads has been tracking the Kindle Single nonfiction and fiction best-seller lists since the beginning of
and every Sunday, I publish the Thin Reads best-seller list. Use lines or arrows to create connections. And of
course, don't forget to apply to Amazon to become a Kindle Single. Thin Reads thinreads loves to tweet about
favorable reviews and author interviews, but it seems like we spend hours a week trying to find author Twitter
handles. Many others will pour through the wide opening at the top, and all will be funneled neatly into your
customer base if you target the single person at the bottom. So before you decide to sit down and write your
way into a new tax status, pay attention to the advice below. Learn as much as you can about your potential
audience. A great ebook idea needs to be: Specific. Want proof? If those writers can do that, you can write a
20, word ebook in a month. There will be other books available on your topic. Be Personal: Let's face it. Use
KindleSpy as a tool to assess the size of the audience for your proposed ebook. If you do consulting or
coaching, what problems come up again and again? Use a timer. Be a Sleuth: True crime sells. Be Funny:
Comedy is hard. I can't draw a straight line proving that this will drive sales, but it's an important marketing
tool and it enables conversation with your audience. Act on them and write that next bestseller! This saves me
valuable research time and will give my readers first-hand experience from authors just like them who have
used those methods and tools to create their own books. If you find a gap to fill and fill it with your unique
perspective, any competitive topic is within your grasp. Yep, seriously. Do a search in the Kindle Store on
Amazon. If you're not included, your extremely well written, clever, timely and Twitter-friendly e-book single
might possibly turn into a ghost story and vanish into thin air. The Brooklyn-based publisher natch The
Thought Catalog is especially skillful at bringing these types of e-book singles to market written by and aimed
at knowing 20somethings. E-book singles can be published mere weeks after big news happens. Writers have
to think like a newspaper or magazine editor and play to stories of immediate topical interest.


